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Prithivi gurukool is an organization discovers the spirit of spirituality. Our work is to guide in
spirituality.It provides absolutely precise angel card reading service. An angel card reading is the
communication between reader and the angels in the spirit world. Everyone has one or multiple
guardian angels that look out for us from the divine. Using angel cards we can interpret their
messages to help us understand problems in our lives and our life paths. It is an institution serves
angel healing services. It will release your problems with harnesses the healing powers of the
angels, archangels as well as both of our guides of natural healing powers of the Earth to create a
peaceful, loving environment filled with high-level energy where the body, mind and soul can heal
quickly and easily. Prithvi Gurukool  is catering its services of spirituality,angel card reading,angel
healing,spiritual counseling,tarot card reading,distant healing,reiki classes,spiritual healing,spiritual
retreats,

Prithvi Gurukool agreements spiritual counseling services. You will be profited by our spiritual
counseling services. Which incorporates a holistic, healing, metaphysical approach. We provide the
community with services that promote deeper understanding and love of self and the world around
us.

Reiki is one of the leading safe Energy Medicine approaches.Training in the system of Reiki can
support your healing and personal development. Spiritual growth and self-healing are supported
through giving and receiving regular Reiki treatments. Reiki is effective as self-treatment or when
delivered by another person.Prithvi Gurukool includes spiritual healing services .We provide
powerful spiritual healing meditation section.
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Prithvi Gurukool also offers tarot card reading service. We may guide you by offering Tarot card
reading service. Tarot cards are basically a deck of 78 cards having a picture printed on them,
which are the symbol of situation or problem of card chooser. We also provide distant healing
services. Our distant healing operations are very sophisticated. Also Ourreiki classes will reduce
your stress.
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